Teaching/ learning session
TITLE

Teaching/ learning session for students of Govt. school Jajl village, Sonipat

Date

Mar 16, 2019 - Mar 16, 2019

Summary

In continuation of activity conducted for the government school of Jajl village in
the month of January 2019, it was observed that the student¶s orientation is
more towards academics. To make them realize about the need of extracurricular activity, learning by doing activities were performed on March 16, 2019
in the school premises. All these activities are based on building self-confidence,
representative skills, initiative skills as well as knowledge about the carrier which
they could opt in their future. The student volunteer from RDIAS started with the
Introduction activity. Student on its volunteer choice started with its own
introduction on stage and their vision of what they want to become in future. The
main focus was made on the students who had stage fear or who were not
willing to take initiative in the activities. Mr. Gaurav Jindal along with the 4
student volunteers from RDIAS, made personal interaction with those students,
who are having stage fear and counselled them to speak on the stage.
Volunteers from RDIAS also acknowledged the students of government school
about various carrier options as well as what duties and responsibilities they are
going to take in near future. The motive of this activity was to make them realise
about their self-worth. Other carrier streams, on which students can focus, were
also discussed with students also. To keep them motivated we awarded them
with fruity and chocolate biscuits packs which were a token of love from RDIAS.
Student volunteer enjoyed the activity and willing to contribute in future in such
direction. The students of government school realized the need through the
activity and provided the feedback that the activity helped them to build some
sense of self-motivation and confidence.
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